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· Icon Pictures Co., Ltd
https://www.iconanimationstudio.com/ 

Icon Pictures Co., Ltd with the help of Gwangju Information and Culture Industry Promotion Agency's 

"2020 Project to Support the Operation of Cultural Contents Planning and Creation Studio" Pilot Content Production 

Support Project started 'Zacwolra' a comic adventure which is unique, ingenious, colorful and imaginative world 

animation with the main theme of room escape.

producer  YongHyun Jung 010. 3479. 3556 yhjung.iconpic@gmail.com

60, Jejung-ro, Nam-gu, Gwangju, Korea Room 309, 3rd floor, Gwangju Contents Incubation Center

Metaverse Gamification Animation
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A comic adventure with Zac, Wol and Ra trapped in a mysterious and ingenious magic space!
Dig into the mysteries to escape the magical place by solving unique and colorful puzzles and traps. 

Title       | ZACWOLRA

Type      | 3D TV Series Animation

Volume | 11min x 13episodes (Season 1)

Genre  | Mystery, Comic, Adventure

Target | 7~12years old
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·Zacwolra is

A comic adventure animation by grumpy witch Ra, Puzzle Limited Genius Zac, and Ra's pet robot Wol.

Open this door, a place full of traps. Past that aisle, a dungeon full of monsters. And this is a closed room where can't get 

out if you can't solve the problem. Find a clue to escape! What's happening in a magic space? 

Anything can happen in  a mysterious and ingenious magic space! Let's solve it in a variety of ways.
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“Every question has an ANSWER!”

ZAC is A boy who likes puzzles but lacks social skills. 

Smart and sensible but weak in physical strength. 

ZAC, who gets stuck in a magic space due to an incident, 

explores the mysterious and ingenious magic space with Ra and Wol.

ZAC's bag 

ZAC’s bag which he has with  him all the 

time is filled with various items to help 

solve puzzles.

Mysterious Pumpkin Wappen 

It's a waffen handed down by Zac's 

grandmother. 

Zac always carries it with him.

·ZAC's SUPER ITEM ·2D image

Genius glasses

ZAC only available. 

Anyway, that's how it is it.
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“Wol! (OMG! What a fun and magical place!)”

Wol is a robot made by Ra which does not look artificial at all but just 

like a normal child. Usually happy and positive but once in need Wol 

transformed into the always reliable ‘Mega’. With the help of various 

magic balls, Wol transforms into various magical Wol. 

With the help of RA’s Magical broomstick Wol transforms Upgraded version than MEGA WOL.

WOL can upgrade to RA’s Magic broomstick and magic balls.

RA summon same animal parts as the patterns that appear 

on the Magic Ball.

·MEGA WOL ·MAGIC WOL
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“Nobody is better than me!”

A confident, but always grumpy witch. Ra has diverse knowledge and 

has lots of magic tools but due to her greedy traits she only helps 

others when Ra has benefits.  

Ra goes on a journey with ZAC and Wol to the magic space

to collect hidden treasures.

Skull-kull Cape

A cape, made by Ra, with a skull 

decoration that looks like to talking.

There seems to be a hidden function...?

·RA's SUPER ITEM ·2D image

Ra’s Magic broom

Ra's handy broomstick used for flying 

and magic

Ra’s Magic broom

Ra's handy broomstick used for flying 

and magic
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Product Image

·Stationery

Notes, masking tape, pencils, and other stationery.
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Product Image

·Jigsaw puzzle
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Product Image

·Clothes

Casual, Homewear, Fashion Accessories
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Product Image

·Sticker Book : Bag type
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·Puzzle Sticker Book

·Coloring Book
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·Stick Bubbles ·Paper Board game

·Bathroom Items

Toothpaste, toothbrushes, multipurpose dispensers, slippers and shower balls.


